
Stretched canvas

Short description: Superior canvas prints designed for trade and retail

Long description: Each custom stretched canvas begins with a 12-colour Giclée print,
produced from a choice of substrates. We then make a custom
wooden frame from European knotless pine - in any size needed up to
a maximum of 3 metres - and stretch the rolled canvas print over it.

The canvas is then hand finished by our experienced framing team,
who ensure each corner fold is perfectly smooth and tight.

Each canvas frame is milled with a curved profile; minimising contact
with the face of the canvas; preventing unsightly impression marks
and surface cracking. 

We use finger jointed canvas frames to create corner tension which
helps to resist warping. For larger sizes, we add wooden ‘wedges’ to
each corner; ensuring the canvas surface remains taut and allowing
for easy re-stretching in future years.

Features: - Pro-lab print on demand process with 100+ year colour guarantee
- 38mm canvas frame depth
- Four edge finishing options (black, white, image wrap, mirror wrap)
- Stretcher bars milled from the finest quality European kiln-dried
knotless pine
- Tensioning ‘wedges’ and finger joints 
- Handmade by experienced canvas framers

Wholesale price: From £10.00

SKU prefix: GLOBAL-CAN

Manufacturing time: 48-120h

Manufacturing locations: UK US AU EU

Sizes: 10x10” to 72x50”

Product materials: Canvas, Wood

Eco properties:

Water-based inks Sustainably sourced paper or
wood

Local fulfilment Vegan-friendly

Printing method: Giclée, Solvent inkjet
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Image requirements: jpg, 150dpi recommended

Packaging: All shipments are white-label, with no Prodigi branding on the outer
packaging or on any included paperwork.

- Rigid, corrugated cardboard boxes made from recycled materials.
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